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Prescriptions from the theory of Totally Integrated Education (TIE)
What makes a task “authentic” or “real world”?

There are three types of knowing:

What makes a complex task “whole”? How can
teachers assess learning when students perform

Knowing THAT ONE...

Knowing that...

complex, whole, authentic tasks? In grappling with
this problem, it became clear that a well-defined

Knowing HOW...

educational theory is needed. What has emerged is
a new theory of Totally Integrated Education (TIE),
currently under development. This poster session
introduces TIE.
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There are three types of mental structures The three types
of knowing (know-that, know-how, and know-that-one) are
all types of the cognitive mental structure, which, while
essential do not define the whole of a learning experience.
Conative (the intent or desire to learn) and affective
(feelings of excitement, boredom, satisfaction, etc.) mental
structures are equally valuable to the learning experience.
The challenge for education is to create conditions for each
student to connect or align their individual affective, conative,
and cognitive mental structures so as to strengthen these
structures and make them whole. Educational events
should include all three types of mental structures for optimal
learning.

The three types of knowing are not mutually exclusive. We
can know-that-one, know-how and know-that with respect
to some object. These kinds of knowing may not connected
as illustrated. For example, a person’s know-that could be
disconnected from their know-how. A person could knowthat-one without know-how or know-that. However, when
kinds of knowing are connected as shown, then such
knowing is whole, and expected to be less vulnerable to
forgetting.
Each type of knowing contains three categories of
knowing, which build from the outside in. Thus, within
each type of knowing, each higher level requires the lower
level. For example: appreciation requires acquaintance,
and acquaintance requires recognition. Creative know-how
requires adaptive know-how which in turn requires imitative
know-how. Criterial knowing requires relational knowing,
and relational knowing requires instantial knowing.
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Appreciative

Imitative
Adaptive
Creative
3.1. Instantial associate a sign with
objects of the same kind.

1.1. Recognitive select the unique Q
from not-Q and not-Q from Q.

3.2. Relational associate signs
representing a kind of
relationship between objects of
different kinds.

1.2. Acquaintive identify relations
determinate of the unique Q.

3.3. Criterial judge instances of kinds
of objects and their relations
according to a norm.

2.1.

Imitative take one path to goal;
inflexible, duplicative doing.

2.2.

Adaptive take multiple paths
to goal, choosing or combining
paths based on specific
conditions.

2.3.

Creative invent or discover a
new way to reach an existing or
new goal.

1.3. Appreciative identify relations
appropriate of the unique Q.

Although the ideal may not be reached with every complex
task, it is a goal worth striving for. The challenge for education
is to create conditions for each student to connect or align
their individual affective, conative, and cognitive mental
structures to as to strengthen these structures and make
them whole. If (when) these structures are misaligned or
disconnected within an individual, then such disconnectivity
or conflict would weaken the mental structures that students
form, leading to potentially negative consequences, such
as students dropping out of school.

Knowing THAT ONE...

Knowing that...

The ideal connected/aligned learning experience In the TIE
theory, learning is defined as a process of increasing the
complexity of a person’s mental structure; whereas knowing
is taken as cognitive mental structures that consist of beliefs
that are true, right opinions, and capabilities for effective
conduct. TIE theory predicts that when cognitive, conative,
and affective structures are more completely connected (i.e.
well-aligned), then complexity, strongness, and wholeness
are increased. When wholeness increases, flexibility is
predicted to increase and vulnerability to forgetting is
expected to decrease.
TIE theory has several implications for instruction. For
integrative teaching, instructors should combine all three
types of mental structures and types of knowing into
activities which guide students to learn to know-that-one,
know-that, and know-how; and to make connections
among them. Hitting a “bull’s eye” in this sense, means
that all types of mental structure and types of knowing
were included in a learning task or experience.
A positive example of alignment of structures would
be when:
• Student intends to learn X (conative)
• Student comes to know X (cognitive)
• Student feels good about having learned X (affective)

Knowing HOW...

TIE theory will establish prescriptions for measuring complex
learning and knowing. Future development of this theory has
potential implications for choosing instructional strategies
in educational settings, and then accurately measuring
the success of those strategies. Instructors will have the
information they need to continually improve their teaching
and the learning experiences of their students.
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